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Spandex is one of the world’s leading trade
suppliers of materials, sign systems, displays
and equipment to the sign making and
graphics industry.
With 40 years of experience and offices in 14
countries worldwide, Spandex UK supplies
products from leading materials manufacturers
including 3M™, Avery Dennison™, Arlon,
Orafol® and its own brand ImagePerfect™.

Prices effective from April 2016.
Prices and technical specifications are subject to
change without prior notice.
For full Terms and Conditions please visit our website.

Shop online today!
A unique online experience
with our Customer Portal and Webshop
visit www.spandex.co.uk
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•

15 Customer Service Representatives
available to help you choose the right
materials for the job

•

Over £3.8m stock holding, consisting
of 32,000 products available for next
day delivery

•

99.6% of orders delivered next day
(your stock on our shelves!)

•

Application specific training courses

•

Bespoke pricing

•

ISO 9001 accredited

•

No credit card surcharges

Ordering materials from Spandex couldn’t be
easier. Our Customer Service Team is available
from 8.30am to 6.00pm, Monday to Thursday
and 8.30am to 5.00pm on Friday.
If you are a non-account customer,
you can still purchase from Spandex.

There are 4 ways to buy from us...
ONLINE
PHONE
EMAIL
FAX

www.spandex.co.uk
0800 77 26 33
orders@spandex.com
0800 37 39 36

Spandex is

Your House
of Brands
As a worldwide supplier of sign making and digital
printing consumables, Spandex is proud to stock
the largest range of everyday and specialty products
from leading industry brands.
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Slatz

The Slatz directory system is nothing short of a design classic.
So simple, yet so versatile.
Slatz directories can be installed just about anywhere. Alcoves and inconvenient
architecture are no problem for the unique face-fitting components of the Slatz sign
system. Slatz directories can even be recessed. Slatz components can be used to create
everything from a single desktop sign to an entire programme of co-ordinating interior
directories. Wall-mounted or free-standing; projecting or suspended; single or doublesided; the Slatz directory system does it all. Which is why Slatz is the preferred choice of
architects, designers and signmakers worldwide.
Applications
Single panel door signs
Wall mounted / suspended directories
Wayfinding / directional signs
IN / OUT slider signage
Braille and tactile signs
Desktop signs
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SlimSlatz

The SlimSlatz system combines versatility and elegance.
This refined sign system offers the same attractive user benefits as the original Slatz
concept. Spandex designers have condensed the Slatz virtues of simplicity, versatility,
and functionality into an assembled profile of less than 8mm - though nothing has been
sacrificed in terms of appearance. Every SlimSlatz component has been designed with
elegance in mind. Top and bottom faceplates fit flush to the mounting surface. This
conceals the inner workings of the directory and provides a perfect finish to a perfect
sign system. SlimSlatz co-ordinates beautifully with every other system in the Spandex
range. Which means that even the smallest interior sign can complement the largest
exterior identity programme.
Applications
Single panel door signs
Elegant low profile directories
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Insertz

Simply a way to display signs and graphics that require frequent or occasional updating.
Equipped with nothing more than an ordinary office printer, you can create equally
impressive Insertz signs direct from your desktop and update them just as easily. The
anti-glare polycarbonate panel protects against unwelcome tampering and enhances the
appearance of your graphics too. Available off-the-shelf in a range of industry standard
sizes or 2.2 metre lengths for custom conversion, the Insertz system is as versatile as you
need it to be. No matter how or where, you’ll find Insertz easy to specify, easy to install
and even easier to update.
Applications
Information signs
Directional signage
Name plates
Door signs
Promotional signage
Retail display
Health and Safety
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InfoPanel

Infopanel is the key to great looking exterior directories.
It’s as versatile as you need it to be.
The system’s robust, extruded aluminium posts, poles and panels combine to provide
exterior directory signs with real presence. Freestanding or wall mounted, any number of
“looks” can be achieved using Infopanel decorative post caps and corner components.
You can even illuminate your exterior directories with Infopanel Luminaire. Infopanel
Edge and Brace components allow custom panels of any size to be used, adding even
greater impact to your exterior signs.
Applications
Freestanding
Single and multipanel
Maps and site plans
Building identification
Car parking policy signs
Entrance signs
Directories
Corporate identity
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Monoframe

Monoframe is the most direct route to attractive, post or base-mounted identity signs.
Monoframe will make sure your message gets noticed. Whether you opt for the slim
Monoframe 55/80, or the imposing Monoframe 175 - working with this sign system is
so straight forward, so why waste your valuable time with anything else? Monoframe
exterior identity signs are absolutely ideal for business or science park locations and
similar corporate facilities.
Applications
Corporate identity signage
Directional signage
Site map signage
Business park signs
Information signs

Combine any Spandex Modular Sign System
with 3M DINOC for some amazing results!
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C-Fix

The C-Fix system is a refreshingly modern approach to fingerpost signs.
This attractive modular sign system has been designed to meet the demand for an
alternative to the overworked ‘Victoriana’ style. Exterior or interior locations; on its own
or as part of a programme of signs; the C-Fix system can be used to direct, identify
or inform. C-Fix signs can be finished with flat aluminium caps or the attractive C-Fix
Dome Cap. Alternatively, you might like to top your sign off with a round or rectangular
Crown Panel. The optional Crown Panel components are perfect for displaying additional
information or advertising. C-Fix. Its versatility will appeal to you. Its profile will appeal to
everyone.
Applications
Multi directional signage
Identity signage
Information signage
Wayfinding signs
Pole and panel signage
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Scupltura

Sculptura is the system to call for when a project cries out for something different.
Create free-standing columns with radius, triangular or square profiles. Give your signs
the size and proportions which will guarantee maximum visual impact. Incorporate Slatz
directories or design stencil cuts for flush-fitting sheet aluminium and back illumination.
The possibilities for Sculptura are endless.
Applications
Corporate identity signage
Directional signage
Site map signage
Business park signs
Information signs
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Monoform

Monoform lets you put curves in all the right places.
Monoform gives you a free hand to produce beautifully curved signs up to 2.5 metres
high. You can use sheet aluminium without rolling or welding. Turn a few screws
and Monoform’s clever tensioning system produces the attractive, evenly curved face
panels for you. Designed on the solid foundations of our off-the-shelf monolith system,
Sculptura - renowned in the industry for its strength, versatility and ease of assembly
- you’ll find working with Monoform is just as easy. And the signs you produce just as
impressive.
Applications
Corporate identity signage
Freestanding directories
Backlit advertising
Information signs
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Navigator

Creating contemporary signs with bespoke curved monolith structures.
The Navigator signpole is simple and versatile to use, enabling sign makers to create
contemporary signs with bespoke curved monolith structures. Signmakers are free to
fabricate a huge variety of central structures to fit between the Navigator signpoles.
They strengthen and enhance the appearance of curved modular signs. Available in
6030mm mill finish length extrusions which can be used with a wide variety of materials
and widths to meet any requirement with the option to include steel stiffeners for larger
bespoke fabrication.
Applications
Corporate identity signage
Directional signs
Backlit advertising
Information signs
Wayfinding
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Mainframe

The Mainframe signbox system makes the perfect fascia signbox.
This versatile system accepts rigid acrylic face material from 3mm to 6mm, which can be
stencil cut or decorated with translucent films. Mainframe’s design allows easy access to
electrical fittings for problem free maintenance. Square section or curved edges; single
or double sided; wall mounted or projecting; fixed direct or on stand-off brackets; the
choice is yours with Mainframe. With its non-illuminated counterpart, Miniframe; you
won’t find a better way to produce illuminated signboxes or non-illuminated sign frames.
Applications
Wall mounted signboxes
Illuminated fascia signboxes
Projected signboxes
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Festival

Turning the humble banner into a refined architectural feature.
From shopping malls to exhibition halls; Festival can be seen supporting banners and
attracting attention. Based on our successful Signpole 20 and 40 aluminium extrusions,
Festival uses the minimum of components to maximum effect. Hanging or projecting;
with plain or decorative moulded end caps; Festival is easy to use and can co-ordinate
beautifully with other Spandex sign systems.
Applications
Shopping malls
Exhibition displays
Retail signage
Promotion displays
Advertising
Hanging banners
Rigid pennants
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BannerTrack

The permanent solution for displaying temporary signs.
From promotional banners to poster-sized prints. With its patented ‘twist and fix’
fasteners and unobtrusive aluminium profile, BannerTrack solves the problem of
drooping banners once and for all. Banners and signs of virtually any length can be
installed, removed or repositioned effortlessly. BannerTrack can be recessed or taken
around corners and looks great as a contrasting décor line or custom finished to match
an existing colour scheme.
Applications
Promotional displays
Event advertising
Graphic displays
Temporary signage
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Rigid pennants

Spandex is

Sign Systems
Spandex Modular Sign Systems offer free standing, wall
mounted, suspended or illuminated options for indoor
and outdoor applications.

Internal Directory Systems
External Directory Systems
Free Standing Monoliths
Finger Post Systems
Banner Systems
Signbox and Signtrim Systems

Modular
Sign
Systems
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Over 40 years in business,
Spandex has helped shape the modern sign industry

Charlie and Mary Dobson who created the first
modular aluminium sign systems product found
Spandex (SPecialised AnodiseD EXtrusions)

1976
1983
Spandex introduces the Gerber Graphix 4 in Europe,
the world’s first sign making computer

1984
Beginning of a business relationship with 3M™

1984
Beginning of a business relationship with Avery Dennison®

1986
Spandex sells 25,000 Gerber cutting systems in Europe

1987
Spandex acquires materials manufacturing facility in Lancaster, UK

1988
Brunner Folien in Germany merges with Spandex. During the 1990’s
Spandex continues to expand into Europe and Australia

1989
Beginning of a business relationship with Orafol®

1993
Spandex launches the world’s first digital printer for outdoor graphics
– the Gerber EDGE

Gerber Scientific, Inc.
acquires Spandex

1998
Spandex launches the ImagePerfect™ range of signage materials

1999
2004
Spandex establishes its Calibration Centre in Switzerland

2005
Gerber Solara UV2 becomes the first affordable UV printer

2011

Management and Gilde Buy Out
Partners acquire Spandex from
Gerber Scientific, Inc.

2012
Spandex acquires LMV AG in Switzerland, distributors of rigid media

2013
Spandex acquires Qualsign and Plas Image
- Australian distributors of rigid materials and digital media

2013
Spandex grows again with the Italian aquisition of Sanvido SRL,
one of the largest distributors of architectural products in Europe

2014
Spandex expands its geographic reach with the acquisition of OTS,
an established provider to the Turkish signage and graphics market

Spandex reaches over
€200 million in revenue

2014
2014

2014
Spandex acquires Polynorma
- a Spanish supplier of equipment, materials and inks

2015
New Spandex Head Office opens in Switzerland

Spandex launches ImageBond™ Aluminium Composite Material range

2015
Spandex acquires Dutch supplier of rigid media products
and bespoke cutting capabilities, Proga Plastics

2016
Spandex introduces e-commerce to enable on-line purchasing

2016

Management and Chequers Capital acquire
Spandex from Gilde Buy Out Partners

Spandex celebrates 40 years in the
sign and graphics industries

Spandex continues
to evolve

Spandex Worldwide

Australia

The Netherlands

Sweden

tel. +61 2 9472 8000
fax +61 2 9472 8001

tel. +31 318 530 111
fax +31 318 527 960

tel. +46 430 738 29
fax +46 430 133 17

www.spandex.com.au

www.spandex.nl

www.rdspandex.se

Proga Plastics

Austria

tel. +31 342 420 688
fax +31 342 420 813

tel. +43 1 7693950
fax +43 1 7693966

www.proga.nl

www.spandex.at

Italy

Belgium

tel. +39 0331 869 311
fax +39 0331 869 320

tel. +32 2 725 73 70
fax +32 2 720 76 40

Switzerland
tel. +41 44 818 86 86
fax +41 44 818 86 87
www.spandex.ch
Turkey
OTS (Ankara)
tel. +90 312 397 35 25
fax +90 312 397 35 50

www.spandex.be

Sanvido

Czech Republic

tel. +39 0331 869 311
fax +39 051 605 3240

Prague

www.spandex.it

tel. +420 2 86 006 455
fax +420 2 86 006 400

tel. +90 212 438 80 51
fax +90 212 438 80 53

Portugal

www.otsdijital.com

Brno

tel. +351 223 779 041
fax +351 223 779 042

United Kingdom

www.spandex.es

www.spandex.cz

tel. +44 1454 616 444
fax +44 1454 616 777

Slovakia

www.spandex.co.uk

France

tel. +421 2 3333 5555
fax +421 2 3333 5500

tel. +420 545 422 355
fax +420 545 422 300

tel. +33 1 69 35 24 51
fax +33 1 69 35 24 99
www.spandex.fr

www.spandex.sk

Spandex
Headquarters

Spain

Aegertweg 4
8305 Dietlikon
Switzerland

Spandex - Polynorma (Barcelona)

Germany
tel. +49 7841 685 200
fax +49 7481 685 100
www.brunner-folien.de

OTS (Istanbul)

tel. +34 936 569 040
tel. +34 932 740 850

www.spandex.com

fax. +34 936 569 041
fax. +34 932 742 418
Spandex - Polynorma (Madrid)
tel. +34 918 706 468
fax +34 918 706 432
www.spandex.es
www.polynorma.com
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